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Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad: 
Some Issues, Problems and Its Prospects 

in the Future 

Joni Tamkin bin Borhan 

Abstrak 

Penulisan ini meninjau beberapa isu yang dihadapi oleh Bank Is
lam Malaysia Berhad (BIMB) yang telah beroperasi semenjak 
tahun 1983 berasaskan kepada prinsip-prinsip mu 'amalah Islam. 
Turut dikemukakan ialah beberapa cadangan dan penyelesaian 
yang praktikal serta prospek dan cabaran masa depan BIMB. 

Introduction 

The Islamic Banking Act (IBA), 1983 (Act No. 276, 1983) was enacted which 
permitted the establishment of the first Islamic Banking in Malaysia. The Bank Is
lam was incorporated as a limited company under the Company Act, 1965 (Act 
No. 125, 1965) on 1 March 1983 taking the name of Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad 
(BIMB) with its registered office situated in Malaysia. BIMB with a paid up capital 
of RMI00 million and an authorised capital of RM500 million is carrying out its 
businesses and financial transactions on an interest free basis. Its memorandum of 
Association prefaces that "all businesses of the company will be transacted in ac
cordance with Islamic principles, rule and practices". BIMB lists among the 
company's first objectives as "to carryon the Islamic banking business in all its 
branches and departments and to transact and do all matters and things incidental 
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thereto, or which may at any time hereafter at any place where the company shall 
carryon business by usual in connection with the Islamic banking business". The 
Memorandum then proceeds to enumerate a number of possible objectives for 

which the company is established, and seals the listing with a proviso that "nothing 
in this memorandum contained also shall empower the company to carryon any 
business or do anything involving any elements which is not approved by the reli
gion of Islam" . I 

After more than a decade of its operation, BIMB has proved its viability and 

profitability within the Malaysian capitalistic environment. Furthermore, experi

ences so far have shown that BIMB can co-exist with conventional banks and there 

are signs that can continue to grow and progress. However, there are some issues 

and problems faced by BIMB as follows: 

1. Legal Impediments to Islamic Banking 

Islamic Law relating to commerce and business (mu 'amalat) in Malaysia is only 

applicable to a very limited scope. Since the law relating to this matter is either the 

statute law or English law. In this connection , Section 5 of the Civil Law Act 1956 
provides that "in the absence of any written law, the law generally applicable to 
commercial matters and any matters incidental thereto is the English Law". In other 
words, English law principles are inapplicable if there are other provisions in any 
law covering the question or issues which have been decided. If, however, there is 

no provision dealing with the issue in question, though there may be a general act 

covering certain aspects of the law, the issue shall be settled by reference to English 

law on the matter not covered by the Act. 2 Even though the IBA 1983 and others 

were enacted, they were merely acts to provide for the licensing and regulating Is

lamic commercial institutions and did not include any provision of the substantive 

law.' 

For this reason, Islamic financial institutions have to work in the context of the 

Islamic contracts such as bay' al-muraba~7ah, bay' bithaman ajit, al-ijarah, etc, 

which have to be interpreted in line with the equivalent of the relevant legislation 

and the English principles applicable to interpret or supplement the legislation .4 Iri 
the case of BIMB v. Tinta Press Sdn. Bhd. (1986 MLl 256; 1987 CLl 474), a dis

pute relating to lease (ljarah) of printing equipment by BIMB to the defendants had 

to be dealt with in the High Court according to English legal principles. The ques

tion arises whether such legislation and legal principles are in line with the 

Shart'ah. The relevant legislation already existing includes Contract Act, 1950, 
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Bankruptcy Act, 1967, Companies Act, 1965, Partnership Act, 1961 and Sale of 
Goods (Malay States) Ordinance, 1957. There is an urgent need to examine these 

statutes and to bring them into line with the requirement of the SharF'ah, or to make 

them inapplicable to Muslims.s 

There are some other legal hindrances to the smooth running of Islamic bank

ing in Malaysia vis-a-vis customer financing . These include: 

1.1. National Land Code (NLC), 1965 

Section 205(3) of the National Land Code 1965" which prohibits the transfer of an 

undivided share of agricultural land of less than 2/5 hectare (1 acre) has created a 

disadvantage for BIMB. The reason is that the nature of the operation of BIMB in

volves buying the property on behalf of customers, and not merely being an inter

mediate agent betwen the buyer and the seller as practised by conventional banks. 

For example, if there is a piece of land belonging to A and B and the customers C 

and D go to BIMB to ask the latter to finance the buying of the said property and 

BIMB buys the property and it will have difficulty if it is going to sell the property 

to C and D because the provision of the National Land Code 1965 prohibits the 

transfer of that land to another party. Therefore, this provision should be abolished 

or made inapplicable to BIMB since unlike other commercial banks, it is involved in 

trade, not merely in financing transactions. 7 

1.2. Hire Purchase Act, 1967 

BIMB is presently involved in financing its customers in acquiring fixed assets such 

as land, property, equipment, etc under the principles of bay' bithaman ajil. Never

theless this Islamic contract of bay' bithaman ajil is not covered by the Hire Pur
chase Act, 1967 since the Act is outside the principle of the Shart'ah. According to 

the Shar['ah, there should not be two transactions in one contract ('aqd) . It must be 

two separate transactions, i. e. hire followed by purchase. 

The Hire Purchase Act has given complete protection both to the financier and 

the debtor in terms of legal documentation and enforcement of such an agreement. 

Thus, it will not be difficult for a financial institution to conduct its operations es

pecially in cases involving repossession, unlike the agreements entered into under 

bay' bithaman ajil which need approval from a Civil Court before they can be en

forced . ~ Therefore, it is hoped that this Act can be modified in order to make it 

consistent with the SharF'ah. 
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2. Islamic Banking in a Capitalistic World 

The theoretical concept of Islamic banking on the basis of profit and loss sharing 
was originally developed under the explicit assumption of a general prohibition of 
interest.Y Today, BIMB has to carryon its business in a capitalist economy where 
interest persists and BIMB exists side by side with interest-based banks. This phe
nomenon will create problems for a newly established Islamic bank in competing 
with the established and widespread influence of the conventional banks . 

Normally, depositors in Islamic banks can be classified into two categories: 

a. Those motivated mainly by Islamic commitment and conviction re
garding the prohibition of interest. These depositors will put their 
money in an Islamic bank regardless of the rate of interest as it is the 
only institution devoid of interest. 

b. Those who are concerned purely with maximisation of profits. 

An entrepreneur or investor who is concerned with the maximisation of profits 
in an investment project will only decide in favour of an Islamic bank on the basis 
of a profit and loss sharing contract, if the expected profit is higher than that of 
interest from conventional banks. Since both the entrepreneur and the Islamic bank 
strive for maximum profit, they will bargain for the desired predetermined ratio of 
their profits. If an Islamic bank claims a higher ratio of profit than the entrepreneur, 
this will lead the latter turns to a conventional bank. Therefore, the Islamic bank has 
to adapt its claims for a given investment project to the market rate of interest. 
Therefore, if the interest rate of commercial banks is high, BIMB cannot claim a 
higher ratio of profit sharing since it will be less attractive to customers who have 
the option of investing in an interest-based banks.'o 

Furthermore, in the capitalistic environment of Malaysia, where an Islamic and 
conventional banks co-exist, customers may only deposit or invest their money in 
BIMB's general investment or special investment accounts if they are confident that 
they will gain higher profits and their money is secure. This can be seen, for ex
ample, in the financial year of 1991 and 1992, BIM B' s total deposits from custom
ers rose but the balances in general investment accounts continued to decrease as its 
rates of profit were less attractive against rates of interest on fixed deposits paid by 
the conventional banks." In addition, BIMB is competing not only with the com
mercial banks, but also other Government supported investment institutions such as 
Tabung Haji. In this case, Tabung Haji has managed to offer an attractive rate of 
return (dividend) to its depositors. 
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3. Over-Dependence on "Second-Line Techniques" 

The Muslim economists and jurists appear to suggest that the mudJirabah and 
musharakah contracts which are legal in Islam should be the basic methods (first

line techniques) in the transaction of Islamic banking and finance which permit risk
return sharing between the providers of capital and the entrepreneurs and by which 

financial resources are mobilised and combined with entrepreneurial and manage
ment skills for the purpose of expanding trade and investment. However, it is 

recognised that these techniques or contracts may not applicable in all circum

stances. Literature on Islamic banking and finance has mentioned other techniques 

of financing arrangements to meet such situations. These include ijarah (leasing), 
ijarah wa istiqna' (hire-purchase/lease-purchase), bay ' al-muraba~ah (mark-up),12 
bay' bithaman ajit (a trade-deal in which the seller allows the buyer to pay the price 

of a commodity at a future date in a lump sum or instalments), bay ' aI-salam (pur

chase with deferred delivery) and qarq ~asan (benevolent loans). 

These later modes of financing, however are considered as the weaker in terms 
of Islamically speaking, because of their minimal risk and pre-determined fixed rate 

of return," and their preserving of the status quo associated with conventional bank

ing, with its emphasis on creditworthiness of the client and maintenance of the 

credit-debtor relationship, rather than the risk-return sharing between the providers 
of capital in the case of musharakah and between the provider of capital and the 

entrepreneur in the case of mu~arabah. 

The issue raising concerns in this case is the excessive reliance of the BIMB 
on the second-line techniques of operation that is bay' muraba~1Qh and bay' 
bithaman ajit since the early days of its inception. These secondary techniques are 

seen by some scholars as counterparts to the institution of interest as practised by 

conventional banks. This is because the mark-ups charged by the BIMB are about 
the same as the rate of interest, if we were to convert these mark-ups into a ratio of 

the principal sum of money provided by the bank. Therefore they accuse BIMB of 
charging interest in "a disguised form" and being "mainly similar to other commer

cial banks albeit without the interest label"14 Consequently, the cost of finance ad
vanced by BIMB under the above methods is still high and is comparable to the cost 

of funds provided by other banks based on interest. 

Although bay' al-muraba~ah and bay ' bithaman ajil are technically correct 

and permissible in the SharF'ah, in effect they operate very much like interest-based 

lending. I) Scholars of Islamic banking are disturbed at this phenomenon, for ex

ample, Siddiqi says: 
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There is a genuine concern among Islamic scholars that if interest is 

largely subtituted by devices like 'mark-up' , it would represent a change 

just in number rather than in substance, and the new system would not 

be rid of the iniquitous nature of the interest-based system . It is also 
emphasised that, apart from equity consideration, the prohibition of in
terest in Islam is meant to stimulate overall productive activity , generate 
maximum employment and encourage innovation which is the main

spring of growth. These blessings can only be reaped if the interest sys-

tem is completely uprooted in the real sense of the term and replaced by 

a fundamentally different system like profit/loss sharing. If, 

Dr. Ziauddin Ahmed makes the following observation about these second-line 

techniques: 

Though far simpler to operate compared to profit/sharing, (they) cannot 

be recommended for widespread use as they cannot be of any material 
assistence in achieving the socio-economic objectives of an Islamic 

economy. The fact that replacement of interest by bay' mu'ajjal (mark

up), for example, does not represent any substantive change becomes 
apparent if one views it in the perspective of the philosophy behind the 

prohibition of interest. The feature that makes the interest system ineq

uitable is that the provider of funds is assured a fixed return while all the 

risk is borne by the user of they capital funds. Justice, which is a hall
mark of the Islamic System, demands that provider of capital funds 
should share the risk with entrepreneur if he wishes to earn profit. It is 

easy to see, therefore , that the mark-up system, and for that matter all 
devises which involve a fixed predetermined return on capital, are no real 
substitutes for interest. 17 

The Bank has been accused of being only concerned with making profits and 

neglecting the welfare element in its operations. IX According to officials of BIMB in 

a series of lectures, this allegation was due to the tendency of the people to equate 
BIMB with the bayt aI-mal (welfare institution).I ~ However, they say that BIMB 
belongs to the tDar (commercial) sector. As a commercial organisation, it is argued 
that BIMB operates on profit basis because it needs to protect the interests of the de

positors and shareholders by maintaining a reasonable rate of return on their invest

ment. 211 

The nature and aim of BIMB to make profits in its business by using the sec

ond line techniques has been criticised by some scholars."1 They strongly argue that 

BIMB should concentrate on mutjarabah and musharakah in its operations which 
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are claimed to be more just and in line with Islamic principles. In this connection, 
Zakariya Man says: 

are: 

The fact that the bank needs to make profits cannot justify its over-depen
dence on the second line techniques of operation because possibilities for 
making even more profits through the first line techniques such as 
muqarabah and mush"arakah are not absent. Besides, the Bank's over de
pendence on the second line techniques may also lead to inequitable dis
tribution of gains between the users and the providers of capital. Other
wise, the Bank cannot contribute significant changes in the distribution of 

income as encouraged by Islam. In this context, it is relevant to note that 
many customers of the bank prefer to get muraba~ah rather than 
musharakah finance, as they make more profits after paying a fixed sum 
of mark-ups as agreed in the contract. Clearly, the first-line techniques of 
muqarabah and musharakah will be more just in terms of profit distribu
tion between the users and the providers of capital.22 

There are several arguments which support the BIMB stands, some of which,2J 

a. There is no Qur'anic prohibition on these types of finance. Therefore, to 
equate the practice of trade financing under the scheme of bay' bithaman 
ajit and murabalJah with interest amounts to rejecting the permissibility 
of trade as expounded by Qur'an and the rulings of Muslim jurists.24 

Moreover, BIMB has a Shart'ah Advisory Council to oversee the Islamic 
validity of its operations and therefore it should have advised BIMB if 
these methods were prohibited.25 

b. The requirement and need of the community in this modern age is highly 
varied. There are various types of financing required by customers for 

such purposes as house purchase or business. These various modes of 
financing would have to be met to the satisfaction of both financier and 
the party financed. 2fi To restrict all the requirements to or give priority to 
the profit and loss sharing transactions would have the effect of under
mining the criteria of meeting the viability of both parties, i. e. the Bank 
and the customersY 

c. Such methods are considered less risky in view of the capitalist climate 

of Malaysia. The possibility of getting an unscrupulous partner in such 

profit and loss sharing contracts might cause loss to BIM B. Further, 
BIMB has to monitor the project and more personnel have to be em

ployed. 2x 
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The resolution over the debate concerning the first and second line techniques 

of operations is fundamental to the continued success of Islamic banking in Malay

sia, There is a real danger that an element of doubt may exist in the minds of de
positors that BIMB is failing to be a truly Islamic bank.2~ 

The Future of Islamic Banking in Malaysia 

Islamic banking is widely recognised by Muslim scholars as one of the approaches 

to be adopted in the process of islamising an economy. This approach is based on 

the premise that under the existing political, social and technical constraints, 

islamisation should be phased in, so as to avoid any abrupt changes which might 

cause unpredictable chaos in the economy. Accordingly, Islamisation of the banking 
sector is to be implemented by first establishing the model of an Islamic bank side 

by side with the existing interest-based banks. 31l The nature of co-existence between 
Islamic and conventional banking is going to be a significant issue for the Malay
sian economy. In this regard, Tan Sri laafar Hussein, the former Governor of the 

Central Bank of Malaysia said: "I have a dream, and my dream is that I will be 
able to see, in my life time, a fully fledged Islamic financial system in Malaysia side 

by side with the existing conventional system, both equally sophisticated and mod
ern"]! 

He also said : 

Our aim during the 1990s is to establish a comprehensive financial system 
which runs pal-al1el with the conventional system. We should not aim at 

least for the present to completely replace the conventional system in 
Malaysia with the Islamic financial system. The Islamic financial system 
should be implemented gradual1y, so as not to create disruptions. This is 

important considering that Malaysia has a multi-religious population.32 

Dr. Abdul Halim Ismail, the former Managing Director of BIMB and the ini

tiator of Islamic banking in Malaysia had been interviewed on the possibility of the 

Islamisation of banking in Malaysia. He did not believe in universal Islamisation, 

rather he upheld the system of co-existence which he claimed to be more suitable to 

multi-racial Malaysia. 33 

BIMB remains the sole Islamic bank in Malaysia, surrounded by hundreds of 

conventional banks. As mentioned earlier, in 1982 the former Finance Minister said 

that the Islamic Bank was" a first in the Government's efforts to instil Islamic val

ues into the country's economic and financial system as a "replacement for the cur

rent Western-based economic system". He further added that "in the near future, 
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there would be as many as 100 such banks throughout the country". 34 

BIMB is still monopolising the Islamic banking sector in Malaysia and Mus
lims have no choice but to turn to this bank to avoid involving themselves in riba 
transactions. However, BIMB has, in many instances, been criticised for imposing a 
higher rate of mark-up in financing their customers as compared to interest-based 

banks. For the critics, this is tantamount to exploitation which is equally forbidden 

in Islam. 

Instead of establishing more Islamic banks, the Malaysian Government has 
recently embarked upon establishing interest-free banking facilities within existing 
conventional banks. The pilot scheme which was launched by the former Finance 
Minister, Datuk Seri Anwar Ibrahim on 4 March 199335 involving three major com
mercial banks in Malaysia, i. e. Malayan Banking Berhad (MBB), Bank Bumiputera 
Malaysia Berhad (BBMB) and United Malayan Banking Corporation (UMBC) was 

to provide a wider application for Islamic banking activities and to help refining the 
domestic banking sector into a sophisticated and mature industry. They were given 

permission to offer interest-free banking facilities to customers side by side with 
their conventional banking. These facilities, which include customers ' deposit ac
counts, assets financing and trade financing are based on the Shari 'ah principles 
such as wadl'ah, muqarabah, bay' murabalJ.ah, bay' bithaman aji!, ijarah, kajalah 
and wakalah36 as presented in Table 1 below. 

The three banks which form the first phase of the Interest-Free Banking Ser
vices provide these services through their 281 branches throughout the country . 
These facilities have met with an encouraging response from the public. In less than 

2 months , their operations have attracted almost RM 30 million in public deposits 

and investments involving a total of 4,146 depositors. Of the total amounts, RM 
5,598 million was placed in saving accounts by 3,853 account holders, and the rest 
in investment deposit accounts by 293 depositors. 37 

Interest-Free Banking is another way of mobilising funds for productive pur
poses and national development from Malaysians in general and Muslims in par
ticul ar. 3K It also offers the public and the corporate sector an alternative way of in

vestment. Under this system, the bank shares the profit earned from the utilisation 
of deposits, including a share in the profits gained from the bank's investment in the 

clients' projects . The return to the depositors, the bank and the users of the funds 
would depend on the profit and the pre-determined profit and loss-sharing ratios.39 

Ten more financial institutions are involved in the second phase of the Interest
Free Banking scheme, which was launched by the former Finance Minister on 21 
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August, 1993. They are Development and Commercial Bank Berhad, Kwong Yik 
Bank Berhad, Perwira Habib Bank Berhad, Standard Chartered Bank Berhad, Arab
Malaysian Finance Berhad, BBMB Kewangan Berhad, Mayban Finance Berhad, 
MBF Finance Berhad, Public Finance Berhad and Arab-Malaysian Merchant Bank 
Berhad. Their participation would increase the number of branches offering Interest
Free Banking services to 44040 (not including BIMB's 44 branches).41 

Table 1 

Products of The Interest Free Banking Scheme42 

Product Principles 

A) Customers' Deposits 

I. Saving Accounts Wadi'ah 
-

2. Current Accounts Wadi'ah 

3. General Investment Accounts Mudarabah 

B) Assets Financing 

4. Financi ng the Acquisation of Assets Murabahah or 
-

such as houses and vehicles Bay' Bithaman Ajil or Jjarah 

C) Trade Financing 

5. Interest-Free Accepted Bills 

5.1 Importpurchase Muraba~ah or Bay'al-Dayn 

5.2 Export/sale Bay ' al-Dayn 

6. Interest-Free Export Credit Refinancing 

6.1 Pre-delivery Muraba~ah or Bay 'al-Dayn 

6.2 Post-delivery Bay 'al-Dayn 

7. Interest-Free Bank Guarantee Kajalah 

8. Interest-Free Shipping Guarantee Ka/cdah 

9. Letter of Credit Wakalah or Murabahah or Musharakal 

10. Letter of Guarantee Ka/alah or Jjarah 

In future, more financial institutions are expected to offer the Interest-Free Banking 
services in addition to their existing services.43 On the future of Islamic Banking 

and Finance in Malaysia, Abdul Halim offers a bright prospect: 

The market can be big, but it has to be nurtured and developed in an or

derly manner. The success of Islamic banking will also depend on the 
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political stability, economic growth and a visionary leadership which we 

are enjoying now. And assuming that it's efficient (like conventional 

banking), it should attract non-Muslim customers too, which means the 

market should grow. Above all, the Islamic banking and financial system 

is expected to play an important role - which is to attain the economic 
objectives of restr"cturing the Bumiputera community and Vision 2020 
(when Malaysia is expected to be an industrialised nation").44 

Conclusion 

In this article, we have seen that the Islamic mode of banking is both theoretically 
feasible and practically possible. The Islamic Banking system has provided practical 

evidence of the possibility of an interest-free banking system in the modern world. 

Muslim scholars and economists are all agreed that Islamic Banking will be based 

on the commercial contracts of muq.arabah and musharakah, and other modes of 

financing such as muraba~ah and bay' bithaman ajil . The above discussion also 
provides strong evidence of how transactions can be made according to the Islamic 

Commercial Law through the modern financial intermediary of the banking system. 

It is encouraging to note that Islamic banking in Malaysia is functioning success

fully side-by-side with conventional banks . However, available evidence clearly 

suggests that there is a tendency for the B1MB to confine its profit-generating opera

tions to almost risk-free techniques to ensure success. Consequently, it creates the 
bank's over reliance on murabalJ.ah and bay' bithaman aji! modes of financing 

rather than the entrepreneur-creating operations of muq.arabah and musharakah. To 
a certain degree, people doubt that the bank ' s genuine intention to apply Islamic 
principles in banking, thus the bank has been unable to influence the pattern of the 

distribution of profit between the providers and the users of capital in a more equi

table manner as enjoined in Islam. It may be argued that more meaningful outcomes 

could have been achieved, had the bank placed greater emphasis on the first-line 

techniques of mud/lrabah and musharakah. 
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